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ARB Launches Off-Road Accessory
Bags at the Off-Road Impact Trade
Show
Seattle, WA – ARB 4x4 Accessories, Australian based four-wheel parts manufacturer,
released a new line of ARB brand recovery bags at the Off-Road Impact trade show in
Las Vegas, NV. It is never truly an adventure unless you have to rescue at least one
vehicle on the trail, and the new ARB Off-Road Accessory bags will keep your gear and
tools ready and in an easy access case to help get you back on the trail faster than
ever.
These totally restyled bags feature high quality stitching and fabrics, and will be a
convenient change for four-wheel drivers that are used to cumbersome or ill-sized
recovery bags. The new line features both large and compact models to suit all your
travel needs. While both are extremely versatile products, each bag is designed
specifically to include all of the ARB recovery gear you’ll need for your upcoming
adventures.
The Large Off Road Accessory bag is designed to carry a complete recovery kit
including: a snatch strap, tree trunk protector, 9,900lb winch extension strap, snatch
block, recovery damper, D shackles and gloves. The user-friendly design allows for
easy top-loading access and each item has a designated place or pocket. It also
features padded, lockable cargo flaps to keep your gear in place and the handy side
pockets will eliminate your search for D shackles and gloves forever!

The Compact Off Road Accessory bag is designed to be a smaller, multi-purpose
recovery bag that is suited to holding a lighter array of recovery items. The open floor
plan of this bag allows you to keep any variety of gear in the spacious main pocket.
Both bags are made from heavy-duty 100% cotton canvas impregnated with a
polyurethane coating for maximum water resistance and durability. Reflective tape and
trim provide additional safety for late night recoveries. A padded shoulder strap and a
molded rubber handle allow for comfortable and easy transportation. The main
removable pocket has been specially coated for additional mud and waterproofing. It is
a great place to store wet and dirty recovery gear without soaking all your tools and can
be easily extracted for a quick clean up.
These convenient and multi-purpose bags will keep all your gear close at hand
whenever you need it. Currently in stock, these bags can be ordered using ARB part
numbers ARB501 for the Large bag and ARB502 for the Compact.
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